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Dear Members,

Welcome to the latest edition of the eNews. We celebrate a significant milestone 
of 5,000 members on the Group and more than 7,800 Liked on the Page. 

In this edition we have the top ten photos from February and the top ten photos 
from March for DSLR and the top ten photos from February and March combined 
for the Compact camera and CSC categories. 

The photos, as usual are beautiful and inspiring and I would like to congratulate 
all photographers who appear in this issue and thank you for supplying additional 
details. I would also like to congratulate members who received the top 3 Like in 
February and March for their photos. Thanks to Chris Kroll for putting the article 
together.

The “Spotlight UW Macro Photographer” this month, features Pietro Cremone 
from Italy who shares his passion for diving and photography and whose 
favourite macro subject is the blenny.  Enjoy his terrific portfolio.

Henry Jager continues his series Focus on Compact Camera, part 8. This time 
looking at post processing techniques for sharpening those photos. His advice is 
to trust your own eyes.

We have some very interesting articles, one on diving in the Norwegian fjords 
from Rudolf Svensen,  which I’m sure most of our members will have never done 
before. A diving trip to Adelaide in search of the very beautifully camouflaged 
leafy seadragon by Alistair Merrifield, and an insight into the critters that can be 
found at a favourite muck diving site in Florida by Suzan Meldonian. 

We have the winners of our first two Photo Setting Quest games, this has caused 
a lot of interest and there will be more to follow. Keep entering and challenging 
yourselves.

Also, something special for us, Chris Spence was interviewed by a radio show 
called  Under the Sea, which contacted the group and were keen to learn more 
about what we do. Well done Chris.  

I would like to thank Mimmo Roscigno for the beautiful cover photo, everyone 
who has contributed to this edition of eNews and as usual a big thank you to the 
Admin team.
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February 2013 - Top 10 DSLR Photos
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Natalia Pryanishnikova (Russian Federation)

Title :    Mouth full of children

Critters name : Banggai cardinalfish (Pterapogon kauderni)

Location taken :     Secret Bay, Bali, Indonesia

Personal Website :   www.divewonders.com

Camera and Lens :    Canon 5D and Canon 100mm macro

Housing and Strobes :   Hugyfot and 2 x INON Z240

Camera Setting :    F5.0, 1/200 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This photo was taken in Secret Bay – shallow sandy dive site at the 
northwestern part of Bali, well famous with its weird and rare creatures. 
And although Banggai cardinalfish cannot be considered a rare or 
unusual species in Asia, it attracted my attention. I was well aware that 
this species is a mouth-breeder, which means the eggs remain in the 
mouth of the fish until juveniles leave the eggs. But as I was watching this 
school of Banngai cardinals hiding in the group of sea urchins, I’ve 
realized that something is going in the one’s mouth, but I couldn’t figure 
out, what exactly that was. So, I’ve decided to take a few photos ‘just in 
case’. To do that all I needed is a sharp eye to catch focus and patience to 
wait till the fish turns to me with it’s mouth full open, while all other fishes 
are out of the way. When I checked the photo later at the full-screen, I 
was really surprised to see the juveniles hiding in the mouth of the fish.
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Chen Dexiang (Singapore)

Title :    Dainty

Critters name :   Juvenile Blackbelt Hogfish
                          (Bodianus mesothorax)

Location taken :     Lembeh Straits, Indonesia

Personal Website :   facebook.com/chendx85

Camera and Lens :    Canon 5D mk III and 
                                  Canon 100mm macro

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and 
                                       Sea&Sea YS-D1

Camera Setting :    F4.5, 1/200 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The juvenile blackbelt hogfish is a common yet under appreciated reef dweller. It could be typically seen swimming among 
coral rubble. 

For this shot, I made use of coral rubble encrusted with coralline algae to create a contrasting background for the fish. A 
shallow depth of field was chosen to create separation hence achieving a 3D effect. With the settings and concept in mind, 
quick reflexes and lots of luck were then needed to get the fish at the right place at the right time.
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Camera Setting :    F25, 1/250 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I favour showing creatures in their natural environment. To me it’s part of wildlife photography, otherwise one could take the creature to a 
studio and take the photos there with props as you desire. The reefs around here is visually very busy and one needs to find a fine line 
between showing the natural environment or having too much distraction in the photo. This is easier said than done. I also think personal 
taste does play a big role here, but at the end of the day you at least want to avoid elements obscuring parts of your main subject.

Geo Cloete (South Africa)

Title :    A Hundred and One  

Critters name :   Juven Gas flame Nudibranch
                           (Bonisa nakaza)

Location taken :     Cape Town, South Africa

Personal Website :   thebigpicturelibrary.com/
                                 FrozenPixels

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D300 and 
                                  Nikon 60mm macro

Housing and Strobes :  Seatool and INON Z240

Dioptre:  Subsee +10
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Marcello Di Francesco (Italy)

Title :    Dad

Critters name : Ringtailed Cardinalfish (Apogon Aureus)

Location taken :     Malapascua Island - Philippines

Personal Website :   www.marcellodifrancesco.com

Camera and Lens :    Canon 60D and Canon 100mm  L macro

Housing and Strobes :   Nimar and 2 x INON Z240

Additional equipment add on :  INON Focus Light

Camera Setting :    F14, 1/200 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I made this shot at Exotic dive Resort House reef. It's an easy dive and 
a great place to find lots of fishes, critters and macro stuff. Artificial 
structures and old jeepnes are everywhere on the sand and are densely 
populated with glassfish, cardinal fish or large lionfish. It was the lucky 
time and many male cardinalfish brooding the eggs inside their mouths. 
The secret to this type of shot is just one, a lot of patience! This kind of 
fish is quite friendly, not afraid of humans and often poses for us 
photographers, we have only to wait for the right time when we have a 
good resume point and catch them with their mouths open. It is not 
easy, and often may need even more diving. 
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Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Mantis shrimp always drew my attention with its very unique eyes. This Lisa's Mantis has especially a pair of giant eyes which I wanted to 
take in dominant in this photo. The animal was surprisingly friendly as I slowly approached to him and got as close to him as I could, say 
about 20cm. Luckily he didn't attack me :) He was curious on me, came out of his shelter to check me, and set back again frequently. I 
was lucky, there was slope and I got lower position. Held my breath, I caught his giant eyes while he was coming out to check me. 

I crop on PS to make the picture look almost symmetrical which I personally think is more interesting, hope you like it too :)

Huang Mickle (Taiwan)

Title :    Mantis Shrimp Portrait

Critters name :   Mantis Shrimp

Location taken :     Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Camera and Lens :    Fujifilm Finepix S5Pro and 
                                   Nikon 105mm Micro

Housing and Strobes :   Nexus and INON Z240

Additional equipment add on :  Sola1200 Focus Light

Camera Setting :    F25, 1/160 sec, ISO 160
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Nick Terry (Australia)

Title :    The Moment of Birth

Critters name :   Cardinal Fish

Location taken :     Mosman Sydney, Australia

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D700 and 
                                   Nikon VR 105mm macro

Housing and Strobes :   Subal and 2 x NON Z220

Additional equipment add on :  Kenko Extention Tubes 
                                                 36mm and 12mm

Camera Setting :    F20, 1/200 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

After locating the Cardinal Fish, I was able to find a spot close to the bottom and watch this tiny fish. I saw that every so often he 
would open his mouth and spit some of the hatching eggs out. So I set the camera and strobes up to capture the event, boy was 
he quick. But this was the result, my advice is watch the subject first and then look for that shot.
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Christian Skauge (Norway)

Title :    Hydroid lunch

Critters name :   Flabellina Nudibranch

Location taken :     Gulen Dive Resort, Norway

Personal Website :   www.scubapixel.com

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D300s and Nikkor 105mm VR 
                                   plus Kenko 1.4x TC

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and 2 x INON Z240

Additional equipment add on :  Sola600 Focus Light

Camera Setting :    F14, 1/60 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Getting a shot like this is not necessarily very tricky: By choosing a low 
angle I was able to get the Nudibranch and the hydroid it was feeding 
on set against the water and avoid any annoying background clutter. 
Normally I would use a higher F-stop and faster shutter to get the 
black background, but the Nudibranch was too big for my lens setup 
and I had to go for greater distance instead. By shooting properly 
against the water I was still able to get it all black, making the 
subject(s) stand out nicely.
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Jerome Kim (Korea)

Title :    Neon

Critters name :   Juvenile squid

Location taken :     Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Personal Website :   www.jeromekim.com

Camera and Lens :    Canon 5D Mark II and
                                  Canon 100mm macro

Housing and Strobes :   Sea&Sea and 
                                       2 x NON Z240

Dioptre :  Subsee +5

Camera Setting :    F11, 1/200 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I was shooting in night dive and found these 2 tiny squids swimming around me. I decided to shoot it together in 1 frame but one as 
a background. So I adjusted F-stop to make shallow DOF. It was hard job but quite satisfactory.
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Mimmo Roscigno (Italy)

Title :    Preliminaries

Critters name :   Mandarin Fish

Location taken :     Lembeh Strait, Indonesia

Personal Website :   www.mimmoroscigno.it

Camera and Lens :    Nikon  D800e and 
                                  Nikon VR 105mm Micro

Housing and Strobes :   Seacam and 2 x NON Z240

Camera Setting :    F14, 1/320 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This picture is part of an entire sequence of the coupling of two mandarin fishes; document this time is very difficult because both the 
wooing that the subsequent coupling takes place in total darkness, just a few turns on the light minnows escape inevitably.

I'm back more than once for photograph the entire event, I have to thank the exceptional autofocus of my d800e, and the viewfinder is at 
45 degrees which allowed me to isolate subjects in the pitch black as I wanted, and of course my lucky stars that I was able to be in 
place at the right time, because luck is the main dowry for a good underwater photographer.
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Kristin Anderson (Australia)

Title :    Cleaning time

Critters name :   Fusilier with cleaner wrasse

Location taken :     Tulamben, Bali, Indonesia

Camera and Lens :    Canon 40D and Canon 60mm macro

Housing and Strobes :   Subal and 2 x INON Z240

Camera Setting :    F14, 1/125 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I saw this cleaning action from a little ways away and so the key was 
my approach into the area to not disrupt the action and to isolate the 
single fish from the busy background of the wreck.  I know that what 
looks like something that will continue for many minutes can 
disappear in the blink of an eye, so I had to be quick but unobtrusive.  
I was able to shoot four images of this trio before the fusilier swam 
away and ended with two images in the series that included both 
wrasse, but this is my favourite.  I wanted to capture at least one of 
the wrasse just touching the mouth, not disappearing inside so a bit 
of luck was also needed!



March 2013 - Top 10 DSLR Photos
(in no particular order)
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Tobias Friedrich Matteo Visconti

Salvatore Ianniello Francesco Ricciardi
Carl-Johan Nilsson

Imran Ahmad Bin Rayat Ahmad Sacha Lobenstein

Kazu Takahashi Steven Kovacs Christian Jansen
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Camera Setting :    F22, 1/125 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I spotted the first Goby and set up my camera for a close angle. Slowly I was approaching the small fish so that it could fill out 
the picture a bit more. When I was ready for the shot, surprisingly a second Goby came out of nowhere and placed itself on top 
of the first one. I immediately took 2–3 shots before the second Goby disappeared. Right after, I quickly checked the images on 
the back of my camera for exposure and sharpness and was happy that I captured this special moment, which only lasts for a 
few seconds.

Tobias Friedrich (Germany)

Title :    Transparent

Critters name :    Two Pink Eye Gobies 
                           (Bryaninops natans)

Location taken :     Marsa Alam, Egypt

Personal Website :   www.BELOW-SURFACE.com   

Camera and Lens :    Canon 5D Mark II and 
                                   Canon 100mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   UK-Germany and  
                                       2 x Ikelite DS-125

Dioptre :   INON UCL -165
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Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I think it's one of the best places for muck photography, full of small beautiful creatures very colourful and it's not difficult to find them 
quickly there. Often I like to look inside crinoid to find those incredible shrimps always the same colour of their friends and I found this 
black and yellow.

I put myself in the right position which allowed me to have it in front of me and a black background. It could happen also when you are 
using a close aperture of diaphragm. I waited the right time and click!  I've never used a lens magnification because my full frame camera 
allowed me to crop the image without losing quality as you can see here uploaded it's in my wish list because I love to try always new 
ways and new experience of underwater photography.

Matteo Visconti (Italy)

Title :    Can I help you?

Critters name :    Crinoid shrimp 
                           (Periclimened amboinensis)

Location taken :     Dauin, Philippines

Camera and Lens :    Canon 5D Mark II and 
                                  Canon 100mm L Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Isotta and  
                                      2 x Sea&Sea 110a

Camera Setting :    F13, 1/100 sec, ISO 100
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Salvatore Ianniello (Italy)

Title :    Eye to Shimp

Critters name :    Seahorse

Location taken :     Bacoli, Napoli, Italy

Personal Website :    www.cremone.it

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D700 and Nikon 105mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Isolde and 2 x Ikelite 200

Dioptre :   Lens+2 old Hassembland

Camera Setting :    F25, 1/200 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

My image was taken on Mediterranean sea in Naples, Italy. Bacoli 
precisely at night on 2 meters while photographing and small seppia I 
saw the Seahorse camouflaged in a top, I started to take some 
photos in different angles and especially the portrait because I saw 
something strange moving near the eye.
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Francesco Ricciardi (Italy)

Title :    Is there anybody out-there?

Critters name :    Banggai Cardinalfish (Pterapogon kaudernii)

Location taken :     Gilimanuk, Bali, Indonesia

Personal Website :    www.francescoricciardi.com

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D80 and Nikon 105mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Sealux and INON Z240 & Sea&Sea Y90

Camera Setting :    F22, 1/200 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Banggai Cardinalfish are one of my favourite subjects, since they have a wonderful 
shape and normally are not very shy. The Banggai Cardinalfish (Pterapogon kauderni, 
family Apogoniidae) probably has still very few secrets for biologists and aquarists. 
Originated from a small archipelago in Indonesia (the Banggai Islands, Central 
Sulawesi), now his geographic range includes many other areas in the Indo-Pacific, 
including the Lembeh Strait in North Sulawesi and, recently, even the North of Bali.

Very interesting is the Banggai Cardinalfish unique peculiarity: it’s a “paternal 
mouthbreeder”.  After the courtship and spawning, the father keeps the eggs in his 
mouth until hatching, usually for about 2 weeks. After that period, young embryos will 
remain in their father’s mouth for additional 10 days, until they will be ready to swim 
into the external world. These events normally follow the lunar cycle, with a major 
spawning peak during full moon. During the incubation period, the male cannot eat and 
moves regularly the eggs inside the mouth to guarantee a homogeneous oxygenation.

This is the best moment to try to shoot an image like this, but requires patience 
because the fish has to trust you first. If you are lucky enough, little fish can go out from 
the mouth and take a little tour around before coming back. Just keep always your eye 
on the viewfinder and wait for the right moment.
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Carl-Johan Nilsson (Sweden)

Title :    Ol' Blue Eyes

Critters name :    Yellow Clown goby (Gobiodon okinawae)

Location taken :     Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D7000 and Nikon 105mm VR Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Ikelite and Ikelite DS-160

Dioptre :   Subsee +10

Camera Setting :    F13, 1/250 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Dive guide Alexis Principe found the 2 Gobies hiding in a clear 
beer bottle. They were small so attached wet diopter and shot on 
manual focus, closest possible. Tried different f-stop, was aiming 
for a small depth of field to get good bokeh and dreamy look. 
Choose a high shutter speed to get rid of ambient light. Flash 
was positioned from above, straight into bottle with diffusor 
attached. Glass in bottle might have worked as a reflector as 
there's light from below too. First, pictures were a bit blown so 
dialled down the flash strength. Took some time and patience, 
about 30 minutes, to get focus on front part of eyes as the Goby 
moved around and there was some surge.
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Imran Ahmad Bin Rayat Ahmad (Singapore)

Title :    Hole in One

Critters name :    Jaw fish

Location taken :     Lembeh Strait, Indonesia

Personal Website :    www.escapeinc.com.sg

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D3 and Nikon 60mm Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Seacam and Ikelite 161

Camera Setting :    F18, 1/160 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

It's all about the waiting game. Jawfishes are most time shy but they can 
get pretty territorial when needed do. On some occasion, they would pop 
out of the holes and harass or provoke the neighbours  for a duel. 

This shot was captured after waiting for an hour or so. The camera was 
level on the ground just slightly away from the hole. I'm guessing the 
reflection on the port was what got it so restless. It actually popped 

out a few times to investigate before launching itself towards the port. So 
you have to be trigger happy to capture a shot like this, because it only 
allows the mere second for you to react. So enjoy observing nature and 
you'll be rewarded.
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Sacha Lobenstein (Spain)

Title :    The Law of Life

Critters name :    Lizardfish (Synodus saurus) and 

                           Clingfishes (Opeatogenys cadenati) 

Location taken :     Canary Islands, Spain

Personal Website :    www.enelmar.es

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D7000 and Nikon 105mm VR Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and INON Z240

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/320 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

My dive buddy, Adrian signaled me a little pair of Opeatogenys 
cadenati perched on a caulerpa leaf. After shooting a couple of 
pictures, one of them started swimming towards another leaf that 
was a little further, and suddenly appeared this tiny "Lizard 
fish" (SYnodus saurus) that was fast and accurate. In less than half 
a minute he had eaten it, but it gave me time enough to take two 
photos. Here is one of them.
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Kazu Takahashi (Japan)

Title :    Sakura

Critters name :    Deep-water Shrimp 
                           (Lebbeus balssi)

Location taken :     Izu Peninsula, Japan

Personal Website :    
facebook.com/kazu.takahashi.79#!/kazu.takahashi.79

Camera and Lens :    Nikon D200 and 
                                  Nikon 105mm Macro Lens

Housing and Strobes :   Nexus and  
                                      2 x Nikon SB105

Camera Setting :    F8.0, 1/250 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This small shrimp appears when it is spring every year. This small shrimp lives in the slightly deep place. This small shrimp lives in 
the sea anemone, which is colourful. This small shrimp lived in the pink beautiful sea anemone. Because I move very much, as for 
this small shrimp, it is hard to focus it. I went for photography many times every week.
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Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I had been trying to achieve this shot for several years before I was finally successful during a trip to Honduras. Several factors came 
into play for the picture to finally happen.

The first was to recognise the behaviour. Knowing that Arrow Blennies are ferocious predators and having observed them many times 
before helped me to immediately recognise the hunting behaviour when I saw it. Second, reaction had to be very fast as this behaviour 
happens very quickly and the subject is extremely small. Third, there was a certain amount of luck involved because the shrimp was 
facing in the right direction, the background wasn't too distracting,  and this particular Blenny decided to take a short swim with its prey in 
its mouth rather than swallow it immediately, as is the norm.

Steven Kovacs (USA)

Title :    Light Snack

Critters name :    Arrow Blenny feeding on a shrimp

Location taken :     Roatan, Honduras

Personal Website :    www.underwaterbliss.com

Camera and Lens :  Nikon D200 and 
                                Nikon 105mm Macro Lens

Housing and Strobes :   Ikleite and  
                                       2 x Ikelite DS200

Camera Setting :    F32, 1/200 sec, ISO 100
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Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The Hairy Octopus is such a rare sighting in Lembeh that it is always an incredible surprise to find one.  This one in particular was 
found by my guide Oksin from NAD Lembeh at the very end of a dive, after having been deep for a considerably long period, so I 
had very little time to spend with it.  To complicate matters, I was sharing it with another photographer so I would take 4-5 shots and 
review while he took his turn, for a total of maybe 20 shots.  I wanted a shallow depth of field, but at the same time get as much 
detail from the subject as possible.  With this lens and TC configuration, f/16 seems to be the sweet spot for sharpness but still 
provides a relatively shallow depth of field on the full frame 5DMkIII.  For the same reason, I had my strobes positioned above the 
port on either side, angled outward to eliminate backscatter, and at a downward angle to reduce the amount of light behind the 
subject. Finally he moved to a position on top of a piece of broken coral where I could shoot from below with only sand behind, and 
this was the result.  Not the best of the series, but it’s the one that I chose to share on Facebook.

Christian Jansen (USA)

Title :    The Holy Grail of Lembeh

Critters name :    Hairy Octopus (Undescribed species)

Location taken :     Lembeh Straight, Indonesia

Camera and Lens :    Canon 5D Mark III and 
                                   Canon 100mm L Macro

Housing and Strobes :   Nauticam and  2 x INON Z240 
                                       with 4900k diffusers

Additional equipment add on :   Kenko Teleplus 
                                                  Pro 300 1.4x 

Camera Setting :    F16, 1/200 sec, ISO 100



February and March 2013 - Top 10 Compact Camera and 
Compact System Camera (CSC) Photos

(in no particular order)
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Dennis M. Corpuz

Alan C. Famador Bebot Esteban

Stephen Tan

Sergey Verderevskiy Alexander Barth

Tomás Medina

Domy Tripodi

Chris Kroll Enrico Somogyi
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Dennis M. Corpuz (Philippines)

Title :    Insinuating Flamboyant cuttlefish

Critters name :   Flamboyant cuttlefish (Metasepia pfefferi)

Location taken :     Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Personal Website:   www.anilaocritter.com

Camera and Housing :    Canon G10 and Canon WP-DC28

Strobes :   Internal flash

Additional equipment add on:  Focus light (AUNOC)

Camera Setting :    F3.5, 1/60 sec, ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

The shot was taken at night and we caught it right on time... 
We were so lucky that time because we found it really 
starving... I took the opportunity and never wasted the time... 
Finally, I was so glad at the end. I got it captured while the 
tongue was out before it might get full.
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Camera Setting :    F4.6, 1/500 sec, ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

I went low for this shot to get a black background since I was shooting on a white sand, I used f4.6 because I want the eggs to be 
emphasised and in focus. I position my strobes pointing upward just to hit my subjects with the light.

Alan C. Famador (Philippines)

Title :    Zebra Crab With Eggs

Critters name :   Zebra Crab

Location taken :     Anil Talicud Island, 
                              Davao City, Philippines

Camera :    Canon G11

Housing :    Canon WP-DC34

Strobes :     2x Intova Iss 4000

Dioptre :      INON UCL 165
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Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Night dives present many photographic opportunities. Shooting the shooter is one. While waiting for my turn, the critter hovered 
in front of my buddy's Subsee, as if checking its reflection. I positioned at an angle, and waited. With aperture f7.1, both subjects 
roughly on the same plane, I locked focus on the lens, and  waited for the critter to hover near it again. Luckily it did.

Bebot Esteban (Philippines)

Title :    TTL

Critters name :   Painted frogfish 
                          (Antennarous Pictus)

Location taken :   Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Camera :    Canon s100

Housing :    Ikelite

Strobes :     INON D2000

Additional equipment add on:  iTorch

Camera Setting :    F7.1, 1/400 sec, ISO 80
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Stephen Tan (Philippines)

Title :    Mototi in Stripes

Critters name :   Mototi Octopus

Location taken :     Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Camera and Housing :    Canon S90 and FIX S90

Strobes :   2x INON S2000

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/500 sec, ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Mototi display this striped pattern when on the move and 
jetting about.  This photo captured the moment it was landing 
and had not started to adapt camouflage to the sand.  I spent 
fifteen minutes with this Mototi and watched him adapt his 
camouflage pattern as he moved from one context to 
another, ranging from red brown to almost white. I am glad to 
have spent enough time with this individual to photograph it 
through different colour changes.  If I had moved on after a 
few snaps, I would have missed so much.  It really pays to 
take your time and not rush.
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Sergey Verderevskiy (Indonesia)

Title :    Deer underwater

Critters name :   Nudibranch (Thecacera sp 12)

Location taken :     Tulamben, Bali, Indonesia

Personal Website:   www.bali-divers.ru

Camera :    Sony NEX 7

Lens :    Sony E 30mm Macro

Housing :   Nauticam

Strobes :    2 x Ikelite DS 51

Dioptre :      Aquatica +10

Camera Setting :    F22, 1/160 sec, ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This is the only one image that I took because there was only 50 bar left in my tank when I found this Nudibranch so I set the flash 
power against each other by 30% and the picture was a success.
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Camera Setting :    F8, 1/250 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This rare Nudibranch is difficult to see because of its small size (5mm). Unlike other Dorides must be sought among the bryozoans, 
on which it feeds, and not between the sponges.

Domy Tripodi (Italy)

Title :    Tiny

Critters name :   Nudibranch 
                           (Diaphorodoris papillata)

Location taken :     Scilla, Reggio Calabria, Italy

Camera :    Canon G11

Housing :    Isotta G11

Strobes :     2 x Sea&Sea YS110@

Dioptre :      Subsee +10
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Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

Such an admission is best when no or only very little flow. Best camera angle select a deep (at eye level or even lower). Align 
the flash clean, so that we get the best possible illumination. Hold the camera steady and wait for the right moment. Best to 
make several pictures with different settings, so you do afterwards that can pick out the best. Luck of course it! ;-)

Alexander Barth (Germany)

Title :    Shrimp  ???

Critters name :   Coral Shrimp

Location taken :     Donggala, Sulawesi, Indonesia

Personal Website:   www.unsere-reiseinfos.de

Camera :    Canon G10

Housing :    Ikelite

Strobes :     INON D2000

Dioptre :      Subsee +10

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/200 sec, ISO 80
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Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This photo was taken on my second night dive, the first one was a sunset dive. During the descents I noticed something viscous 
floating beside me and I realised it was squid ink. Then I saw the squid and to my surprise it was not the typical reef squid, it was 
red and much like a Humboldt squid. Well, a mini Humboldt squid.

I was not ready to take the picture, quickly I turned on my camera, point and shoot. Voilà the photo was taken. Sometimes the best 
shot is just luck.

Tomás Medina (Puerto Rico)

Title :    Little Red Devil

Critters name :   Atlantic Squid

Location taken :     Guánica, Puerto Rico

Camera :    Canon S95

Housing :    Ikelite

Strobes :     Sealife SL961

Additional equipment add on:  
Fantasea Nano focus light

Camera Setting :    F6.3, 1/125 sec, ISO 100
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Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This was a shot I had thought a lot about before I took it and had tried unsuccessfully a few times to capture. On previous 
encounters as I slowly approached the Pipefish it would always turn its head slightly to the side as I got too close so I would 
constantly be moving the camera from side to side trying to get the perfect front-on angle.

Learning from my mistakes, this time I spent a lot longer - about 5-10 minutes slowly edging my way closer and closer to the 
Pipefish, trying not to scare it. Once I reached the perfect shooting distance I fully zoomed my G12 in and with the help of the Dyron 
+7 dioptre was able to achieve a very shallow depth of field - with the eyes of the animal being the only part in focus.

Chris Kroll (Thailand)

Title :    Floating Head

Critters name :   Straightstick Pipefish 
                          (Trachyrhamphus longirostris)

Location taken :     Koh Tao, Thailand

Camera :    Canon G12

Housing :    Recsea

Strobes :     INON Z240

Dioptre :      Dyron +7

Camera Setting :    F8, 1/250 sec, ISO 80
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Camera Setting :    F8, 1/320 sec, ISO 80

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

This photo was created in Anilao in the Philippines. My guide Obet showed me this rare Nudibranch, which hid under a tree bark. For 
me, it was the first time that I saw these rare species called Phyllodesmium rudmani. I dropped my camera and my snoot and made 
test shots 4-5 to get a black background and to find the right position for the snoot. After 17 photos I had managed it!

Enrico Somogyi (Germany)

Title :    Imitation

Critters name :   Nudibranch 

                          (Phyllodesmium rudmani)

Location taken :   Anilao, Batangas, Philippines

Camera :    Panasonic LX5

Housing :    Nauticam

Strobes :     INON Z240

Dioptre :      Subsee +10

Additional equipment add on:  Homemade Snoot



The Most number 1 - 2 - 3 
LIKE On the UWMP PAGE 
in February 2013
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1. Adriano Morettin

512 LIKEs
3. Alistair Merrifield 

490 LIKEs
2. Suzan Meldonian 

504 LIKEs

The Underwater Macro Photographers Facebook Page is a showcase of our 
member’s best and most interesting photos picked by our team of admins and 
selected from our Facebook Group.

We posted 117 photos throughout the month of February and gained 1120 new 
Page members. 16,157 interactions were made with our photos (likes, 
comments and shares) and from our Facebook statistics we can see that our 
images were published a total of 204,284 on Facebook News Feeds! Here are 
the top 3 most liked images for the month of February:

Article by Chris Kroll



The Most number 1 - 2 - 3 
LIKE On the UWMP PAGE 
in March 2013
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1. Tobias Friedrich 

705 LIKEs

3. Damian Hofman 

549 LIKEs

2. Steven Kovacs

559 LIKEs

March was also a big month for our Page with membership rising steadily – 
easily breaking the 6000 mark! In March we gained a massive 1295 new 
Page members.
With 175 images posted to The Page in March, our images had 20,161 
interactions (likes, comments and shares) and because of these interactions 
reached a total of 365,013 News Feeds in the month of March!
Here are March’s top 3 images:Article by Chris Kroll



Spotlight UW Macro Photographer

Favourite macro diving trip (Holiday):  
Anilao, Philippines

Favourite macro subjects:  
Blenny

Pietro Cremone
(Italy)
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-: Equipment for Macro photograph :-

Camera :  Nikon D800

Lens :  Nikkor Micro 105 mm VR and Nikkor 60mm macro
Housing :   Nauticam D800

Strobe :     Sea&Sea YS-D1, INON S2000

Dioptre :    Subsee +10, H2O-Tools UCL-02 

Additional equipment add on :  Sola focus light 

I was born in Feb. 1964 in Castellammare di 
Stabia and since when I was a kid I was attracted 
by the sea. I went underwater with mask and fins 
at 5 years and since then my love for the 
underwater sea has always grown up. When I 
was a teenager I started to spearfish but then I 
left the speargun for a underwater camera, a 
small Minolta. Then I housed my first SLR, a 
Nikon Fg, but it was really difficult to get good 
pictures, doing free diving and having to manual 
focus! Finally I had my first digital camera and 
gradually I always improved my equipment to 
achieve better results.  The passion for 
underwater photography has become so 
important to me that I decided to turn it in to 
work, so in 2009 I founded Digital Media Service, 
to sell underwater photo equipment. And in 2012 
I have become the official Nauticam’s distributor 
for Italy. Also my pictures started to improve and 
in 2012 I won some competitions, first place 
macro in Divers for Africa contest, first place wide 
angle mediterranean in the Underwater Venice  
Photo contest and MyShot contest, and

www.cremone.it Photographer of the Year in the Eilat Red Sea online competition.  My preferred kind of 
photo is the wide angle, but I really enjoy the macro and supermacro shots.

Sergeant major, 105mm - 1/250 f20 ISO 200

Cuttlefish Egg, 60mm
1/200 sec, F16, ISO 100



Pietro’s Portfolio
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Transparent goby, 60mm - 1/320 f22 ISO 200

Eye of pufferfish, 105mm - 1/320 f20 ISO 200 Tubework, 105mm - 1/100 f22 ISO 200

Blenny, 105mm - 1/250 f22 ISO 200

Bumblebee shrimp, 105mm - 1/160 f20 ISO 200

Blenny, 105mm - 1/250 f20 ISO 200 Coral cod, 105mm - 1/80 f25 ISO 200

Hermit crab, 105mm - 1/320 f20 ISO 200



FOCUS ON COMPACT 

CAMERAS Part... 8 by	  Henry	  	  Jager

www.conartix-photo.ch

Sharpening

Today, we learn more about sharpening. This is another chapter, which 
can be helpful for all camera types as it's a post-processing issue. The 
sharpness of a picture is perceived as a strong quality attribute. We all 
agree, that blurry pictures (and we don’t talk about bokeh parts) are a 
No Go. But on the other hand, how much sharpening is expected? 
When is it overdone? What are good sharpening techniques, which 
means with as little side effects (artefacts) as possible?      

Good raw material is needed

With “raw material“ I mean really RAW files. Every jpeg is already 
sharpened by the camera’s software. Secondary sharpening of jpegs 
usually leads to a mess.  If you depend on jpegs, choose “Raw + Jpeg“ 
Mode and adjust the sharpening level of the jpegs in the menu of your 
camera. Needless to say, that a proper focus is essential. There is no 
way to make a blurry picture sharp with post processing. It would be a 
nasty “sharpness“!

When do I sharpen?

In a post processing workflow, sharpening is the final step. Always save 
an unsharpened, "original" file. For every purpose, you take the 
unsharpened version, resize it according to your needs and then you 
sharpen the picture. This prevents you from multiple sharpening 
artefacts (burned borders, hard lines, over-glowing spots, unnatural 
look).

Sharpening techniques

Many, really many philosophies exist about sharpening. I even made the 
experience that one has to adjust the sharpening methods from camera 
to camera. What has been good for my Olympus E-5 isn’t anymore for 
the OMD-EM5! The most important tools in sharpening are: Your Eyes! 
Observe the effects on the picture, yes at 100% magnification. It’s not 
forbidden to have a look also at 50% or other magnifications, but secure 
a proper quality check at 100%.

Finding the proper amount is best done like this: Pull (any) lever to the 
extremes and then slowly back: from the right side to the left and from 
the left side to the right. Remember each time the point you think now 
it’s good, compare the values and decide about the value to go.

One step sharpening

I’m explaining the techniques using Photoshop. Other software is 
running quite similar.

The simplest sharpening tool is “Unsharp Mask”. You can adjust 
amount, radius (in pixel) and threshold. 

In a one step sharpening, I’ve got better results keeping the radius as 
small as possible and increase the amount then the other way round. 
Start at 0.3 and go up as needed with an average sharpening amount 
of 200 -300%. The threshold I set to “2”. Low number means that small 
differences in colour and contrast are sharpened, large number leaves 
even areas untouched.

Maybe you’ve already experienced that highlights often don’t behave 
as smooth as we like. Have a look at the “Smart Sharpen” tool. Open 
the tab “Advanced”. At the first tab you can adjust sharpening amount 
and radius, as we know it already. But then in the second and third tab 
you can limit the mis-behaviours in highlights and in the shadows.  You 
can adjust the “Fade Amount”. The “Tonal Width” is for choosing the 
range of highlights or shadows you're affecting. So you get rid of over-
glowing highlights and grainy shadows.

Two step sharpening

An additional step before the above-described method can bring you a 
surprising result. In “unsharp mask” choose amount 30%, radius 30 
and threshold 8. Have a look at the effect! Play around a bit, especially 
if it’s too strong reduce the amount to 25 or increase the threshold a 
bit. If you’re satisfied, proceed with one of the two “one step method”.

Double Layer - High Pass Sharpening

Another astonishing method is called the “Double Layer - High Pass 
Sharpening”. It works with smart layers which is by the way the non-
destructive way of post processing your pictures (maybe we’ll have a 
look at it another time). It’s a bit more complicated, so if you like it, I 
highly recommend to “record an action” (To be done in the window 
where you have the “Protocol” and in another tab the “Actions”. 
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A: View on a selected area of the unprocessed Raw file
B: Same area high pass sharpened. The structures look natural, the crabs became clear. The soft touch of this picture remained.
C: Overdone! The lines getting much too hard, nasty noise occurs and areas lose the natural structures (eyes, legs and claw). 
     Bokeh areas are forced to look sharp, which doesn't look natural, neither.

How you do it:

-‐	   Convert picture to smart object (Layer  Smart Objects  Convert to)

-‐	   Duplicate layer, name it something like “Details” 

-‐	   Duplicate layer, name it something like “Coarse”

-‐	   Select layer “Coarse” choose High Pass (Filter  other Filter  High Pass), radius 10. This value can be adjusted afterwards for fine-tuning.

-‐	   Select “Soft Light” for this layer

-‐	   Select layer “Details”

-‐	   Choose again the “High Pass” Filter, set value to ”2” (Later adjustments are possible)

-‐	   Select “Hard light” for this layer

-‐	   Group the two layers “Details” and “Coarse” and name it “High Pass Sharpening”

-‐	   Select “Pass Through” for this group

Now we’re nearly done. Lets fine-tune the result. If it’s too strong, change the opacity for the group for example to 80% or till your eyes say “perfect”! 
Open the group and double click the filter “High Pass” to change the preset values. Take your time (and it really needs a lot of time) and play around 
to get comfortable with this method. It’s worth a try!

Olympus E-3, 50mm macro, 1,4x teleconverter, 1/250s, f/10.0, ISO100

© Henry Jager
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Macro Destination In to the 
Norwegian fjords by	  Rudolf	  Svensen

www.uwphoto.no

The best thing you can say about fjord diving, is that you can manage without 
a boat, and that there is always a place to dive no matter how hard the wind 
blows. During the “dark season” (from October to April) we mostly do night 
dives. We drive inside one of all the fjords surrounding the area I live in, and 
just jump off a cliff or the beach. In The famous Lysefjord, we can dive from 
the beach and do wall diving where it is several hundred meters deep. In night 
the creatures from the deep move towards the surface to hunt and feed on 
northern krill and other swarming critters. The velvet belly shark is our 
smallest shark, but beautiful for macro photographers if you are able to 
capture its image. Often they have parasitic amphipods riding on their backs 
or close to their gills. The most exciting thing about diving the fjords, is that 
you never know what you will meet. This year we have seen the mesopelagic 
shrimp (Sergestes arcticus) on almost every dive. Until this year, I have only 
spotted it one time in 32 years of diving.

Of course we do not have the same amount of critters as in tropical waters, 
but we have some quite odd ones, especially during the winter time. Some 
very colourful too. If you have a drysuit and good gloves, diving is quite easy. 
You do not need a boat or a guide. In the area where I live we have no 
companies running diving trips, but we have several diving clubs. They can 
help you with good advice, you can join their dive trips just paying for the fuel 
for the boat or car. I am a member in Stavanger Diving Club. They have a 
house down by

I flash the light at Leif as I discover a hagfish sticking its head up from the 
mud, sniffing at us. It makes a good image before it withdrew to the mud. We 
stop at a shelf flashing our lights out in the open dark looking for pelagic 
critters. The starry skates are everywhere, looking at us with their green eyes 
as we pass by, but we do not find the Northern Lanternfish tonight. Maybe the 
current is wrong or the moon fools us? After 90 minutes we are back on the 
beach, jabber about the critters we saw and the images we have captured. 
Some odd critters have been stored on the memory card, but we will be back 
next week. I’m sure the lantern fish will meet us then.

the sea, for  some  small 
money  you can rent a 
room in their house, and  
you can join all their club 
trips (3 or more) during 
the week. I do not really 
have a favourite critter, 
but I love the rattail fish 
and all the small sharks 
that visit diveable depths 
during the night. Also 
different types of squids 
a n d s h r i m p s a r e 
stunning photo motives.

Getting There:  
From UK: take a ferry 
from Newcastle to 
Stavanger or Bergen. 
For countries above 
Europe, you have to 
fly to Stavanger, the 
nearest big city to the 
inner fjords of Ryfylke. 
These can be reached 
by car or boat, with an 
elaborate system of 
ferries,  tunnels   and 

Diving:
You can dive from land or from a boat. 
Dive centres and clubs in Stavanger can 
provide air fills and diving gear. Stavanger 
Diving Club (http://stavangerdykk.com/) 
has two boats and a compressor and 
organises tours at least three times a week 
for 30 krone - about £2.50 plus petrol per 
head.

When to Go: 
Surface water can range from 0°C in the 
winter to 20°C in summer, otherwise the 
fjord water temperature is stable at 7°C. In 
spring the algae bloom, and from April until 
October visibility varies from 40m to 10cm. 
The rest of the year viz is stable and good 
but the light is poorer and the days shorter.

bridges making it easy to move around. 

Hula skirt Siphonophore Physophora hydrostatica - ISO 250, 1/40 sec, F/16
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Accommodation:
There are plenty of campsites, as well as cabins for hire.  
Stavanger Dykkeklubb rents some rooms in their Club 
House to visiting divers. It can be an advantage to stay 
there, as they have regular trips at least 3-4 times each 
week. You can join them or get many good tips from many 
experienced divers who know the area well.

Further Information: 
Call Stavanger Tourist Information on 00 47 5189 6600 or 
you may contact Rudolf Svensen at Rudolf@uwphoto.no

Amphipod Hyperia galba on a small jelly 
Tiaropsis multicirrata - ISO 200, 1/250 sec, F/16

Harbour Crab Liocarcinus depurator - ISO 200, 1/200 sec, F/36Japanese Skeleton Shrimp Caprella mutica  - ISO 200, 1/200 sec, F/13 Mesopelagic shrimp Sergestes arcticus -  ISO 200, 1/160 sec, F/8

Scaldfish larvae Arnoglossus laterna - ISO 250, 1/125 sec, F/20

Nudibranch Flabellina pedata
ISO 100, 1/100 sec, F/32

Velvet Belly shark Etmopterus spinax
ISO 200, 1/160 sec, F/13

Atlantic Hagfish Myxine glutinosa 
ISO 200, 1/200 sec, F/45 

Butterfish Pholis gunnellus
ISO 200, 1/160 sec, F/32 
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Northern Krill Meganyctiphanes norvegica - ISO 200, 1/200 sec, F/8



The Wild, Weird and Wonderful 
Blue Heron Bridge By	  Suzan	  Meldonian

www.niteflightphoto.com

The Blue Heron Bridge is the mecca of Muck on this side of the world and 
an uw macro wild zone.  Located in the Intra Coastal waterway & 
accessed thru Phil Foster Park, in Riviera Beach, Florida. The  Gulfstream 
current  invites the unusual creatures found here.  This unique diving area 
may not have a pretty face, but the treasures that abound seem to be 
never ending. You never know what you are going to find. 

I dove for years before I saw half the creatures I’ve found at the BHB. You 
can easily get up to two hours on 1 tank, as the depth is only 3 meters. 
This really allows the uw photographer to cozy up with a subject to simply 
wait for your moment. 

The beauty of the Bridge: shallow dives=more time to observe an animal’s 
behavior. This lets you fine tune your “marine manners.” By this, I mean 
allow yourself to become sympatico with your subject. Every animal has its

“safe-distance-to humans” space.  
Don’t invade their space… blend 
into their space. Many animals 
“yawn” when you invade their 
zone. Call it the silent scream. It 
means-back off. If you don’t pose 
a threat, you can join their safe 
zone for super close ups!

Simple rules here, we dive 1 hour 
before high tide (slack tide) & 
bring a flag. Diving is permitted 
from sunrise to sunset outside of 
the swim zone and no divers in 
the channel.  Night dives are at 
new & full moon cycles, by permit 
- which our local dive shops 
handle. Night dives are stellar!!! 
Strange creatures emerge.

There are several “sides” to this dive site. It is best to select one section per 
dive. The trick is that when the tide changes and you see that tanic water 
coming toward you, it is time to head back towards the beach as the current 
can pick up quickly and become a challenge even to the experienced diver.  
The island protects you from the surge. Oh, and if you get lost- we say- “just 
stand up and look at where you are at.”

East Side: is called the “low bridge.”  You can dive on the south side, go thru 
to the north, or explore the central “pond” area on either side of the bridge. 
There are also several wrecks. Directly “Under the bridge” is Critter capital 
and night dives are amazing there. Use a red filter to lure Bobbitt worms. 
Decorator crabs hang out like little punk rockers all trying to show off their 
wildest doo. Our treasures are our seahorses, Southern Stargazers, Striated 
frogfish, and over 100 nudibranchs. In the summer we’ve had giddy amounts 
of schooling Jacks. 

Central: The new Phil Foster Snorkel Trail, has quickly become home to 
many new marine residents, including manatees, spotted eagle rays.  The 
sea grass has nudibranchs, sea slugs, or perhaps a Ragged Sea Hare couple 
waddling along. Located south of the beach & swim zone. Proud to say I was 
a part of this committee that brought it about. My book, “Under the Bridge” 
was used as “proof of life.” 

West (the big bridge/fishing bridge):  Dive along the pilings, and the inside 
corridor of the fishing 
bridge, or you can cross 
through to the north 
side. The Intra Coastal 
Channel - that is the end 
of the line for divers, but 
there is a cool swim 
through that is a brilliant 
red sponge backdrop, 
with Beau Gregories 
and trumpet fish.  Bring 
y o u r e a g l e e y e s , 
magni fy ing g lass & 
super macro diopters as 
you become your own 
guide. 

Yellowhead Jawfish
105mm dual strobes

1/250,  F22,  ISO 160 
Cocoa Damsel Juvenile

105mm, 1/160th, F14, ISO 100 
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Resort Rating: -
Dive Operator Rating: 5 (Excellent)
Dive Guide Rating:  -
Macro Diving Activity Rating: 5 (Excellent)

Marine Life Rating:  5 (Excellent)

Visibility:  8-12 Metres

Overall Rating:  5 (Excellent)

Accommodation :  
Admirals Club

Dive Operator Name:
Force E Dive Center Riviera Beach 
www.force-e.com

Note:
Never stay with any accommodation
Do not need dive guide 

Blue Throat Pike Blenny - 105mm -1/160 sec,  F18,  ISO 100 Arrow Crab,105 mm Subsee +10 diopter - 1/160 sec, F18  ISO 100 Short Big Eye juvenile, 105mm - 1/160 sec, F16, ISO 100 

Scaly Worm, 105mm + Diopter +3 - 1/250 sec, F14,  ISO 100 

Sailfin Blenny Mouth Open, 105mm + Subsee +10 diopter
1/250 sec, F22  ISO 125 

Old Man Fireworm, 105 mm + Subsee +10 diopter 
1/160 sec, F32   ISO 100 

Dusky Jawfish with eggs, 105 mm + Subsee +10 diopter
1/160, F25,  ISO 160
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Leafy Seadragon Diving Trip at 
Rapid Bay Jetty, South Australia

Rapid Bay is one of the few places in southern Australia where you can see 
the leafy seadragon (Phycodourus eques). The leafy seadragon lives in 
temperate waters, you may have to prepare yourselves for cold water 
diving if you are used to tropical waters. Rapid Bay is located on the 
Fleurieu Peninsula (close to Adelaide) in the Australian state of South 
Australia. 

Don’t confuse the leafy seadragon with the related weedy seadragon 
(Phyllopteryx taeniolatus). Leafy seadragons can only be easily seen within 
a limited range in the state of South Australia, the weedy seadragon is 
more widespread around southern parts of Australia.  

Adult leafy seadragons are approximately 1 foot long. They are relatively 
straightforward to find ONCE YOU’VE SEEN THEM BEFORE. Finding 
them for the first time can be interesting, they are extremely well 
camouflaged. They are very photogenic, suiting both wide angle and macro 
photography. The seadragons at Rapid Bay seemed to be relatively used to 
photographers. They tend to rock up and down while searching for their 
food (shrimp), which make their movements predictable. Seadragons  were 

The entry and exit

by	  Alistair	  Merrifield

http://www.flickr.com/photos/alistairkiwi/

more relaxed and were 
more likely to move up 
into the water column at 
night. I found a 60mm 
macro lens on my 
cropped sensor camera 
(100mm macro on a full 
frame) was perfect for 
portraits.

There are plenty other 
macro life, including 
nudibranchs, crusta-
ceans and skeleton 
shrimp, on the legs of 
the jetty. 

T h e r e a r e 
Ta s s e l l e d 
a n g l e r f i s h 
(Rhycherus 
filamentosus) 
around the 
jetty. There 
a r e a l s o 
e x c e l l e n t 
wide angle 
opportunities 
w i t h s e a 
d r a g o n s , 
spider crabs 
a n d t h e 
schooling fish 
at the end of 
the  old  jetty. 

There are two jetties at Rapid Bay, an old one (shaped like a T and 
falling apart, which is the one I refer to above) and a newer one (which 
is shared by divers and fishermen). The new jetty has a ramp at the end 
leading into the water, which  makes access easy for divers. It is  a  
short  swim across to the old jetty and then you can dive along the old 
jetty. The seadragons were found  on the  old  jetty and in the 
surrounding sea grass. Seadragons are generally present at most times 
of the year.

Adelaide is the closest airport. Rapid Bay is 90km from Adelaide 
(approximately 1.5 hours drive). The closest dive shops (air fills) are in 
Adelaide (at the time of writing), so be warned you will need at least 3 
tanks per person and have to make regular runs back to Adelaide for 
fills. Your options are either to stay in Adelaide and drive down each 
day, or stay around the area. The latter has the advantage of allowing 
you to dive when the day trippers from Adelaide leave. Accommodation 
is available at caravan parks at Rapid Bay (basic) and Second Valley. 
There are more expensive accommodation options at Second Valley, 
Cape Jervis and along the Fleurieu Peninsula. There are good pubs at 
Normanville and bakeries at Yankalilla. You will need to be prepared to 
be self sufficient with food and dive gear when you are at Rapid Bay. 
Petrol may be scarce and expensive (compared to Adelaide) on the 
Fleurieu Peninsula. Note that there is a half hour time difference 
between South Australia and Australian Eastern Standard Time (+10 
GMT).

Night dives on the jetty are recommended for macro opportunities.
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The water was 
clear with over 
10m visibility and 
22 -25C wa te r 
temperature in 
February. Water 
temperatures are 
c o n s i d e r a b l y 
colder in winter; 
a drysuit would 
not be optional. 
Air temperatures 
can be hot in 
summer, we had 
t e m p e r a t u r e s 
over 40C when 
we dived there. 
Depths at Rapid 
Bay  are  5 - 8m 
and navigation of the old jetty is straightforward. 

Rapid Bay is protected from an easterly wind and swell. The fishermen are 
friendly, but be nice to them – they could make your life unpleasant if they 
wanted. Be warned that South Australia is the hunting ground of the Great White 
Shark, it is entirely up to you   whether you use a shark shield.

Resort Rating: Depends on where you stay – anything from tent to luxury. Either 
stay on the Fleurieu Peninsula or in Adelaide. You will need to use a car.

Dive Operator Rating: The closest operators are in Adelaide, you will only need 
air fills if you have your own gear. You may need to hire tanks and weights. I 
would advise at least 3 tanks per person. Consider using a trolley to haul gear 
along the new jetty.

Dive Guide Rating: You don’t really need a guide, just dive!

Macro Diving Activity Rating: 5 (Excellent) for the seadragons. You won’t see 
anything like them anywhere else. They should be on everyone’s bucket list!

Marine Life Rating: I will give it 4 out of 5. The seadragons 
are the main attraction; there is other macro life here if you 
look.

Visibility: Variable. 8-12m in February (summer) with 
easterly swells and winds.

Overall Rating:  4 (Good). Easy entry and exit.

We have also included the favourite photos from 
the members who came on this trip, on the 

following pages....
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Underwater Macro Photographer members who joined this trip



Alistair Merrifield

Camera and Lens : 
Canon 400D and Canon 60mm Macro
Housing and Strobe : 
Ikelite and 2 x Ikelite DS-160
Camera Setting : F2.8 1/200sec ISO 100
Additional information or tips about how to get this shot:
I wanted to find a way to make the seadragon pop out of the photo. 
Unfortunately, once I had found this little guy – a lot of divers turned 
up wanting to see it and…. lots of sand was kicked up. I tried a 
small aperture to get a black background – which was full of 
backscatter. My solution was to open the lens wide, to get a narrow 
depth of field and therefore reduce backscatter. I was quite far back 
from the seadragon, so the little guy was in focus and the 
background was nicely blurred.

Mike Bartick www.saltwaterphoto.com

Camera and Lens :       Nikon D300s and Nikon 40mm Macro
Housing and Strobe:     Sea&Sea and 2x Sea&Sea YS D1
Camera Setting :           F14 1/100 sec, ISO 250

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot:
Diving Rapid Jetty in Southern Australia turned out to be the best 
choice for finding Leafy Seadragons and using my 40mm macro lens 
was also the best lens choice for me. I like to photograph the entire 
body of critters that are this ornate and the 40mm is perfect for just 
that. As I set up on the first leafy it began to move away head down in 
typical pipefish, seahorse fashion. As it moved off it was joined by 
another, both sluggishly tucked under the low lying kelp. When I 
looked through my lens I realised that the kelp just in front of my 
camera was actually a third leafy! I quickly recomposed the shot 
paying strict attention to the eyes of each leafy, they momentarily 
aligned and allowed me to get off a few shots before drifting apart.  

flickr.com/photos/alistairkiwi
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Alexius Sutandio Robert Rath

Camera : Sony DSC-N1
Housing and Strobe : Sony MPK-NA and INON Z-240
Additional equipment : 2x eLED light torch UK Q-40 with diffuser
Camera Setting : F3.2 1/50sec ISO 64
Additional information or tips about how to get this shot:
The photo was taken when night dive. This juvenile Leafy 
Seadragon was found on the sea floor near jetty pylon. Very shy 
and elegant sea creature. Need very calm to get closer and 
patient to get good photo.

http://robertrath.com 

Camera and Lens :       

Canon 5D Mark II and Canon 100mm Macro
Housing and Strobe:     

Anthis Nexus, INON D2000 and Sea&Sea YS-50TTL 
Camera Setting :       F8.0 1/100 sec, ISO 320

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot:
In this leafy sea dragon headshot I wanted the light to fall off fairly 
rapidly back through the body so that the tail would not compete 
visually as a bright blurry patch back in the image. To achieve this I 
placed the strobes as far forward as I could without going past the 
lens hood. 
F/8.0 was chosen for best compromise between sharpest lens 
aperture and maximising DOF. Focus was made directly on the eyes 
using AF centre spot only and then the frame recomposed for the 
shot. Strobe power was balanced left to right.
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Ken Thongpila

Damian Hofman

     www.aboutken.com

Camera and Lens :       
Canon 500D, 60mm Lens

Housing and Strobe:     
Sea&Sea, INON Z240

Additional equipment :  
Solar600 Focus Light

Camera Setting :           
F13 1/60 sec, ISO 200

Additional information or tips about how to get this photo : 

After shooting Leafy Seadragons for the past 4 dives in many 
different angles and compositions, I felt I would like to produce a 
different perspective and make people think “what is it?”. So this shot 
I didn’t want to show the whole face of the Leafy Seadragon or 
giving the impression of what it looked like. 

This shot was taken on a late afternoon dive. I used a slow shutter 
speed to give the different background colour and used the angle of 
the late afternoon sunlight to create a kind of green effect colour of 
background.

I aimed the focus point to the eyes and didn’t see the parasite was 
on top of the eye until I uploaded to the desktop computer. It is very 
well camouflaged! 

Camera : Canon G12

Housing and Strobe : Canon WP-34 and INON Z-240

Additional equipment add on: Sola 800 Focus Light

Camera Setting : F5 1/200sec ISO 100

Additional information or tips about how to get this shot:

This shot was taken during a night dive at Rapid Bay. After struggling 
to get a frontal shot during the day due to the fact that these 
creatures can be very timid, I did not expect much from the night 
dive, but I found them to be much more relaxed at night. This meant 
that such a shot was much easier to achieve. My favourite thing 
about this picture is the “expression” on its face, it almost looks like a 
grumpy evil clown, which is completely opposite to how they actually 
are. Such a beautiful animal.
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< Game 1 
1-15 April 2013

Photographer Name: 
Ken Thongpila

Camera Details     
Canon 500D and 60mm Macro Lens

Setting Details     
F16 1/200 sec, ISO 200 

Strobe and Dioptre :  
2 x INON Z240 and NO Dioptre

The winner who gave all correct is :           

Alex Tyrrell

Game 2 >
16-30 April 2013

Photographer Name: 
Alex Tyrrell 

Camera Details     
Nikon D7000 and 35mm Macro Lens

Setting Details     
F10 1/250 sec, ISO 100 

Strobe and Dioptre :  
2 x INON Z240 and NO Dioptre

The winner who gave all correct is :           

Howard Womersley

Underwater Photo Setting Quest Game
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The Under the Sea Radio Show (www.underthesearadioshow.com)

On the 23rd March UWMP were extremely pleased and excited to be given the opportunity to participate in an interview conducted 
by The under the Sea Radio Show. It was a pleasure to be able to discuss the origin of the group, our objectives, Underwater 
Photography specifically how Macro shots are achieved, and to provide general tips on how to become an Underwater 
Photographer.

Judging by the feedback by UWMP members, and The Under the Sea Radio show the interview was a great success and well 
received. We are very appreciative of the support provided by the Under the Sea Radio Show and are pleased that they and their 
listeners are interested in our group and are moved and fascinated by the images we are posting by members of our group. 

So we would like to thank Mary and Willy for allowing us on their show and thank you the members for allowing us to show your 
fantastic images.

The episode is now an on demand listen that can be heard anytime at either of these links!

http://underthesearadioprogram.yolasite.com/macro-photography-chris-spence.php

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/wm-aquaculture/2013/03/24/underwater-macro-photography

Article and Interviewer by Chris Spence
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Our first UWMP Group meeting is on  24-29 September 2013  at Liberty Dive Resort in 
Tulamben, Bali, Indonesia for 6 days 5 nights. 

Tulamben has a rich diversity of macro critters in the world. There are easy shore dives 
which suit every level of diver, also the resort is a beautiful and relaxing place after diving 
and that’s the reasons we picked Tulemben for our first group meeting. 

Please select the type of room you wish to stay. There are 4 different room types, one room 
can accommodate 1-2 people. 

Cost is for 5 nights at :-
- Deluxe Garden Cottage US$325 
- Standard Garden Cottage US$275
- Deluxe Resort Rooms US$275
- Standard Resort Room US$225

Diving package US$395

Included :-
1. 12 Dives, can be 12 dives (daytime) or 10 dives (daytime) and 2 night dives.
2. Group pick up around 10:30am on 24 September 2013 around Kuta and Airport areas
3. Group drop off around 12:30am on 29 September 2013 to Kuta hotels and Airport
4. All breakfasts and buffet dinners
5. 2 divers per 1 dive guide
6. Tanks and weights
7. Free Nitrox if you are certified
8.    Free UWMP Group T-Shirt and Liberty Dive Resort T-Shirt

                  Example cost if you pick a Standard Resort Room: 
                  US$225 (for room) + US$395 (Dive Package) = US$620 

Excluded :-
1. Lunch (as everyone might arrange different dive times)
2. Dive gear rentals
3. Arrival and departure at different times will cost US$45 per car (for 1-3 people)

As there is limited space, a 30% deposit will be required before 15 July 2013

If you need more information or want to reserve a place, please contact Ken Thongpila on 
Facebook  or  email  ken.thongpila@gmail.com



Article and graphic charts by Chris Spence

UWMP Survey Results 
How much of your Underwater Photography is devoted to Macro Photography?

  

As this group is dedicated to Underwater Macro 
Photography we thought it would be interesting to find 
out how much of our members’ underwater 
photography is dedicated to Macro!

Not surprisingly of the members in this group who 
voted devote between 76 – 100% of their time taking 
Underwater Macro Images.

I would say it is fair to assume this is why they are 
members of this group! Errr Yes Chris!  Very astute! 
The question is why?

I guess there are a number of factors:

1) The Wonder of the tiny animals in our Oceans
2) The WOW factor of Macro images
3) Opportunities to compose great images
4) Conditions. Most local dive locations are only 
    conducive to Macro Photography
5) Equipment.

30% of members share their passion for Underwater 
Macro Photography with other genres and 7% spend 
more time on other genres.

Personally, the wonder of the minute world in our Oceans and the WOW factor of Macro images are the main reasons I started taking Macro 
Images. We would be interested to find out your reasons sometime.

Thank you to all those members that took the time to cast their vote and provided their comments.  
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Article and graphic charts by Chris Spence

What is the main source you use to improve your 
Underwater Macro Photography ?

With all the resources available to 
members nowadays we wanted to find out 
which of those resources were used by 
you to improve your Underwater Macro 
Photography?

This insight we hope will provide some 
guidance to other members on which 
resources are deemed the best in order to 
improve their skills as Underwater Macro 
Photographers.

From the votes cast the clear resource 
seemed to be Online Forums and Groups, 
of which by the comments posted The 
UWMP Group is a clear favourite and we, 
thank you for your kind comments on the 
group and how we have helped you 
improve your skills.  This was followed by 
Websites and Books and Magazines.

Thank you to all those members that took 
the time to cast their vote and provided 
their comments.  
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Thank your very much for your kind support for this group and 
I hope you like this eNews and are enjoying learning with us.

For the next few issues we are looking for...

  Macro diving trip article or report 
 Tips and Tricks for UW Macro Photography 

 Any topic to help our members take better photos 
 Any interesting Photo Competitions and Shootouts 

If you have any comments or feedback or want to be part of our eNews, 
please feel free to email me at 

ken.thongpila@gmail.com


